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2 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY

Keywords4

Publications in the database are manually tagged5

by keywords, which help identify articles or methods6

based on: (i) the nature of the problem solved in an7

article (reconstruction, consensus, labeling, comparison,8

generation, visualization, etc.) and its computational9

complexity (NP-complete, APX-hard, polynomial); (ii)10

the nature of algorithms given in an article (“exponential11

algorithm” and “FPT” – for “fixed-parameter tractable”12

– are approaches to solving NP-hard problems exactly,13

whereas “approximation” or “heuristic” algorithms aim14

to find approximate solutions); (iii) the nature of input15

data; (iv) the restrictions on subclasses of networks16

studied in the article (e.g. “galled trees”, “tree-child17

networks”, etc.); (v) the existence of an implementation,18

indicated by the tag “software”; (vi) the names of softw-19

are, articles and methods used or implemented (keywords20

starting with the word “Program”). A definition is21

provided for technical keywords. Furthermore, keywords22

act as a convenient and meaningful navigational aid in23

the website, as described in several use cases below.24

USE CASES25

The main page of the “Who is Who in Phylogenetic26

Networks” highlights four use cases, corresponding to an27

action users might wish to take or a type of information28

they might wish to obtain: find experts, explore research,29

discover software and follow the community.30

Find Experts31

This section comprises two types of co-authorship32

network visualizations: first, a set of precomputed graphs33

augmented with various social network metrics; and34

second, a set of dynamic graphs with metrics computed35

directly on the user’s computer.36

Each node in a precomputed graph is tagged with37

measures of degree, authority, hub, number of triangles38

containing that node as a vertex, betweenness centrality,39

closeness centrality, eigenvector centrality, clustering40

coefficient and eccentricity (for definitions, see e.g.41

Estrada 2015). All of these metrics are computed using42

the open source network analysis tool Gephi (Bastian43

et al. 2009). The web interface makes it possible for the44

user to see the global evolution of the phylogenetic netw-45

ork community by displaying the network corresponding46

to any year from 1990 through 2015.47

The dynamic graphs (Fig. 1) provide the user suf-48

ficient flexibility to display only those nodes fulfilling49

customizable structural and temporal constraints. It is50

possible to display the co-authorship network for any51

arbitrary range of time, and focus only on authors52

with a configurable minimum number of publications.53

Nodes can be colored along a linear gradient depending54

on the values of the degree, the number of triangles 55

containing that node as a vertex, or the centrality 56

measures mentioned above. This makes the dynamic 57

graph amenable to visual analysis, and enables easy 58

identification of significant nodes in the community. For 59

instance, the social network metrics available enable 60

visual identification of nodes that are “central” in their 61

communities, linked to many other nodes, or act as 62

“bridges” between communities. Nodes that do not pass 63

the specified criterion of a chosen minimum number 64

of publications are ignored in the calculation of the 65

color gradient. The user may also choose to highlight 66

the authors belonging to a particular country, or see a 67

detailed research profile and the list of indexed articles of 68

an author, simply by clicking on the corresponding node. 69

FIGURE 1. A screenshot of a portion of the 2014 co-
authorship network in “Who is Who in Phylogenetic Networks”.

Information about journals and conferences the phy- 70

logenetic networks community publishes in or meets at 71

is presented in the form of tag clouds.In addition to 72

providing an exhaustive listing of publication venues, 73

these give visual hints about the relative importance 74

of journals and conferences, and may help to identify 75

possible venues for submission, or find articles on 76

phylogenetic methods. The size and color of a word in 77

a tag cloud varies across a logarithmic scale, with larger 78

size and warmer colors representing a greater number of 79

publications in the corresponding journal or conference. 80

The entire community working on phylogenetic netw- 81

orks is depicted pictorially as a collage of authors’ photos. 82

The dimensions of an author’s picture represent the 83

number of publications by that author weighted by the 84

number of co-authors on each publication. 85

The “Find Experts” section also consists of a co- 86

authorship network visualization enriched with infor- 87

mation about keywords in the database, and with the 88

capability to color nodes, representing authors, across 89

a gradient depending on their “focus”, the fraction of 90

total publications of the corresponding author tagged 91

with a keyword, or their “prolificacy”, the total number 92

of publications of the corresponding author tagged with1

a keyword, if they satisfy a customizable threshold of2

minimum number of publications.3
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Explore Research4

Publications in the database are accompanied by infor-5

mation on their media of publication or presentation,6

such as books, journals, conferences and theses. This7

section includes bar charts illustrating the trend of all8

indexed publications about phylogenetic networks or9

those including a particular keyword.10

The “Explore research” section also consists of a word-11

cloud of keywords, and also a “tree cloud” (Gambette12

and Véronis 2010) plus a natural extension of this, a13

“network cloud” built using NeighborNet (Bryant and14

Moulton 2004). These provide a global view of the15

database, and display all keywords structured in the16

form of a tree depicting their semantic relationships,17

automatically deduced from their co-occurrence in the18

database. Here, too, the size and color of a word in a19

word-cloud varies along a logarithmic scale, with larger20

size and warmer color representing a greater number of21

publications containing the corresponding keyword.22

Discover Software23

The structure of the website and the presence of24

keywords makes it possible for biologists to identify one25

or more programs suitable to study their data, which26

might be in a particular format or structure. A network27

depicting relationships between input data and programs28

aids this process. Each keyword corresponding to a29

certain type of input data (starting with “from”, such as30

“from sequences”, “from distances”, “from rooted trees”,31

etc.) links to keywords representing software (starting32

with “Program”, such as “Program SplitsTree”, “Pro-33

gram Phylonet”, “Program TCS”, etc.). Each program34

has a short description including a download link.35

Follow Community36

Using the “Follow community” feature, a user can37

receive an update whenever a particular author’s article38

is indexed or when a new article is published by any39

author in the community.40

MAPPING THE PHYLOGENETIC NETWORKS41

RESEARCH AND COMMUNITY42

In this section, we demonstrate how the “Who is43

Who in Phylogenetic Networks” database can be used44

to analyze trends about the community of researchers45

working on phylogenetic networks. We focus first on their46

collaborations, and second on their research interests.47

Evolution of the Co-authorship Network48

The co-authorship network provided on the “Who is49

Who in Phylogenetic Networks” website shows how indi- 50

vidual research groups working on phylogenetic networks 51

started developing inter-group research collaborations, 52

which are represented as connected components in the 53

graph. Increasing collaboration results in the merging of 54

connected components over the years from 1991 through 55

2015. In fact, it is natural that, as more and more 56

publications are taken into account to build this network, 57

its largest connected component (a “giant” component) 58

becomes larger with time. 59

In order to analyze in greater detail the evolution of 60

the global structure of the co-authorship network, we 61

focus on uniform-sized time slices, rather than consider 62

all publications added since the oldest one. Therefore, 63

we focus on the 2005-2015 period, where the number of 64

publications is great enough (more than 30 articles per 65

year). We generated the co-author graph for slices or 66

periods of 5 years starting from 2005 (2005 through 2009, 67

2006 through 2010 and so on), connecting two authors if 68

they have published at least three publications together 69

in a slice or period. We chose this threshold because it 70

implies that the linked researchers have worked on more 71

than one project together; as the conference versions of 72

journal papers are referenced on the website, choosing a 73

threshold of two publications would not have been high 74

enough for this purpose. 75

The main connected component of the graph reveals 76

interesting information about the structure of collabo- 77

rations over the years1. For instance, in the 2005-2009, 78

2006-2010 and 2007-2011 periods, it always contains 79

only Luay Nakhleh and his co-authors. Furthermore, 80

Luay Nakhleh is an author of almost all publications 81

(except one) explaining the edges in these connected 82

components. However, for the later years, the main 83

connected components do not contain such a single 84

vertex that is adjacent to all of the other vertices. 85

Furthermore, the size of the connected component in the 86

first three periods is at most ten, whereas for the three 87

last periods, it ranges between 12 and 15. This shows 88

that in recent years, several distinct groups, especially in 89

Europe (France, the Netherlands, the UK, Germany and 90

Sweden), have started collaborating to conduct research 91

on phylogenetic networks. 92

Mapping the Phylogenetic Network Research Topics 93

We also study the trends and characteristics of 94

phylogenetic networks research topics, by using the 95

Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) stored in the “Who 96

is Who in Phylogenetic Networks” database. The DOIs 97

allow easy access to the abstracts of the publications, 98

using scientific databases such as the Web of Sci- 99

ence (https://www.webofknowledge.com/) or Scopus 100

(https://www.scopus.com/). Again, we focus on the 101

2005-2015 period, to have a high enough and stable 102

number of publications in each year. Using Scopus, we 103

found the abstracts for 305 publications in this period.1

First, we performed a factor analysis on the abstracts2

grouped together by year (see Fig. 2), using Lexico3

1The corresponding complete dataset is available at
https://goo.gl/vA8U6G.
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3 (http://www.lexi-co.com). In the factor graph, we4

find a time trend, with the years 2005 through 2009 on5

the right side, years 2010 and 2011 in the middle, and6

years 2012 through 2015 on the left side. Vocabulary7

that is significantly overrepresented in the 2005-20098

period includes “recombination”, “hgt”, “sequences”,9

“consensus” and “metrics”. In the 2012-2015 period,10

“reconciliation”, “trinets”, “cost”, “duplication”, “loss”11

and “binary” are overrepresented. This reflects the12

recent development of efficient methods to reconstruct13

reconciliation scenarios taking into account not only14

lateral gene transfer but also duplication and loss, as well15

as the introduction of new combinatorial objects related16

to networks, like trinets.17

FIGURE 2. Factor analysis of the abstracts of 305
publications about phylogenetic networks in the 2005-2015 period,
grouped by year.

Second, we performed the factor analysis of all18

documents, as shown in Fig. 3. The graph highlights19

interesting characteristics of the phylogenetic networks20

research topics. The main axis distinguishes between21

the more algorithmic or mathematical papers on the22

right side (“n”, “networks”, “algorithm”, “phyloge-23

netic”, “rooted”, “time”, “vertices”, “number”) and24

the more biological papers on the left side (“gene”,25

“hgt”, “reconciliation”, “transfer”, “methods”, “infere-26

nce”, “species”, “lineage”). The second axis seems to27

distinguish between approaches that explicitly recon-28

struct abstract or explicit phylogenetic networks at29

the top (“networks”, “split”, “phylogenetic”, “circular”,30

“’class’, “taxa”, “cluster”, “trinets”, “quartet”), and31

reconciliation scenarios, with a special focus on the32

model, at the bottom (“gene”, “hgt”, “reconciliation”,33

“lineage”, “lgt”, “transfer”, “species”, “duplication”,34

“model”). Note that the isolated paper in the bottom35

right corner is very mathematical and deals with proving36

a formula, with this formula presented in this article’s37

abstract, and this explains its unusual position in the38

representation. Our results do not change if we remove39

this article’s abstract from the corpus.40

A similar kind of analysis can be used on a subset of41

publications to focus on a more specific topic, and this 42

can be useful, for example, when composing a research 43

article, where it may be helpful to provide an overview 44

of the research done so far, or the state of the art. 45

FIGURE 3. Factor analysis of the abstracts of 305
publications about phylogenetic networks in the 2005-2015 period.

AVAILABILITY 46

“Who is Who in Phylogenetic Networks” is freely 47

available online at http://phylnet.univ-mlv.fr. The 48

database and website code is open source and available 49

at https://github.com/tushar-agarwal/phylnet. 50

CONCLUSION 51

We described “Who is Who in Phylogenetic Netw- 52

orks”, a database associated with web-based tools that 53

allow users to explore the community of researchers 54

working on phylogenetic networks and the research done 55

in this field. Not only is the database of inherent value 56

in trying to present the diversity in the methodologies 57

and vocabulary in research on phylogenetic networks in a 58

single location, but it is useful both for researchers wor- 59

king on designing new methods involving phylogenetic 60

networks, and for bioinformaticians who wish to obtain 61

an overview of existing methods to perform analyses on 62

their data. We also showed how the content present in 63

this database can be used for general analyses about the 64

research, and the social network of researchers, in this 65

field. 66
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